MISSION:
Provide an educational experience empowering students to maximize their potential.

VISION:
Within five years, we will provide a personalized education for all students.

Chagrin Falls Exempted Village Schools

CHAGRIN FALLS FRAMEWORK

Maximizing potential

7% COMPLETED
Compared to 5 year plan

- 1:1 Chromebook for every student in grades 3-12 with 28 teachers so far becoming a Google certified teacher.
- Defined seven strategies: foundational work, profile of learner, mastery-based accountability, personal learning pathways, instructional practices, flexible learning environments, professional development.
- CFMS and CFHS reviewing scheduling to improve intervention, enrichment and collaboration time for students working with teachers.
- Created a 21st Century Skills Contest to encourage innovation in the classroom with more than 40 educators participating. The use of new and innovative learning tools and methods engage students and allow more flexible learning environments.

53% COMPLETED
Compared to 5 year plan

- Identification of new courses, additional pathways to access coursework, and identification selection of criteria for varied courses beginning in grade 4.
- Continued refinement to courses, resources used, and curriculum maps to ensure alignment to state standards and tech integration.
- Collaborative identification of plan for enhancement of Gifted/Advanced Services in grades 4-6. Process has included data analysis, parent surveys, research, site visits, teacher input, and a parent informational meeting to-date.

21% COMPLETED
Compared to 5 year plan

- Developed plans for increased involvement by parents, community, Chagrin Valley Chamber, and businesses.
- Superintendent’s Business Partnership Council has increased the number of local businesses actively involved with promoting student learning and relevance around college and career work.
- Mission, vision, beliefs displayed throughout buildings and online.
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